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ABSTRACT  

IRIS is a diffraction limited instrument designed for first light of the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT). It combines a near-
infrared integral field spectrograph (lenslet array and mirror slicer) and a wide-field imager with platescales as small as 4 
mas. The project is nearing the end of its final design phase and will soon be ready for fabrication. Our team has created 
a wide variety of prototypes and design solutions for this advanced instrument. While many challenges like atmospheric 
dispersion correction and saturation are particularly acute due to the telescope diameter, many others arise from the large 
format detector arrays and wide range of science goals. We’ll present the overall design, results from our prototyping 
activities and discuss the astrophysical opportunities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT)1 and its Narrow Field Infrared Adaptive Optics System (NFIRAOS)2 will provide 
unprecedented angular resolution in the near infrared. With the Infrared Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) we provide a 
powerful diffraction limited imager3,4 and integral field spectrograph5,6,7 as a facility class first light instrument designed 
for a wide range of scientific objectives. IRIS has been presented multiple times at previous SPIE meetings including 
overview papers in 20105 and 20146 and 20167. After a brief summary of the entire instrument, we will focus on changes 
in the design that have occurred during the final design phase which started in 2017. Figure 1 shows a rendering of 
NFIRAOS with IRIS mounting in its up-looking port. 
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Figure 1. Rendering of the NFIRAOS adaptive optics system with the IRIS instrument mounted in the up-looking port. It is 
the silver, cylindrical vessel mounted on the silver trusses to NFIRAOS. The vessel is supported near the top with a rotational 
bearing and motor. The 3-fold symmetric on-instrument wavefront sensors at the top of the instrument rotates with the vessel 
and can serve as a set of truth sensors for rotation, focus and field distortion as well as tip/tilt. 

NFIRAOS is a multiconjugate laser guidestar system containing two deformable mirrors. Since the primary mirror can 
also change focus, it’s possible for the system to produce excellent image quality while varying the effective focal length 
and therefore the platescale. To provide tip-tilt tracking, actively measure focus and distortion, IRIS has an on-instrument 
wavefront sensor (OIWFS)8 system composed of three probe arms, each with an avalanche photo-diode array. This has 
been developed and prototyped at National Research Council Herzberg (NRC-H). The probe arms operate in a -30 C 
environment similar to the AO system. The OIWFS mounts directly to the science cryostat and also provides a “truth 
sensor” of the cryostat’s rotation and position relative to the AO system. NFIRAOS is expected to deliver PSFs with core 
diameters as small as 8 milliarcsec (mas). So both science channels support a mode with 4 mas pixels or spaxels for 
Nyquist sampling. The imager has a fixed platescale of 4 mas and a 2x2 assembly of 4K by 4K HgCdTe detectors (H4RG-
10) from Teledyne provides a total field of view of 34 x 34 arcsec (including small gaps). The spectrograph will use the 
H4RG-159 Teledyne detector and offers four plate scales ranging from 4 mas to 50 mas. Depending on the spectral mode, 
up to 14,000 spectra can be taken simultaneously over a filled rectangular pattern. Figure 2 shows the delivered two 
arcminute field of view from the adaptive optics system and how it’s utilized by the various subsystems.  
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Figure 2. The NFIRAOS adaptive optics system corrects over a 2 arcmin field of view, with the best performance occurring 
near the center. The three on-instrument wavefront sensors patrol overlapping wedges covering this entire circular region. The 
imager uses four Hawaii-4RG detectors to cover the central 34 arcsec square region with small gaps between the four detectors. 
The spectrograph fields are located at the very center of correction. When the lenslet spectrograph is in use, the squarish red 
region is picked off by a fixed mirror located just in front of the imager detectors. To use the slicer spectrograph, a deployable 
fold mirror is moved just in front of the fixed lenslet mirror. This causes vignetting to the larger dark blue rectangular region. 
Both the lenslet and slicer spectrographs have two platescales. The vigetting doesn’t change when the finer scales are selected. 

The spectrograph uses a lenslet array as the IFU element for the two fine platescales (4 and 9 mas) and a slicer unit for the 
coarser platescales (25 and 50 mas). As we’ve described in more detail in previous publications5, 6, 7, this allows us to share 
a common fast, large field angle, camera optical system to a common detector while exploiting the benefits of both types 
of IFU. The lenslet array effectively separates all of the field points within the field of view and prevents later optics from 
affecting the image quality or Strehl ratio. This allows the fine plate scales to have image qualities almost identical to the 
imager. It is also easier for a lenslet spectrograph to expand to well over 100x100 elements which is desirable when the 
pixels are so small. The slicer has the major advantage of reformatting the field of view into two almost linear pseudo-
slits. This allows for more spectral flexibility with fewer, but still significant numbers (88x45) of spatial elements. Since 
the slicer only samples along one axis of the image, image quality can still degrade along each slitlet due to later optics 
like the grating. But by using the slicer with the coarser platescales, the wavefront error is much more tolerant and the 
metric of enclosed energy is more important, Many of our spectral modes have very large spectra (almost 4000 elements) 
meaning a large range of dispersion angle from the grating. In tests10, 11 we found that ruled gratings preserved efficiency 
better over large angles than holographic gratings and so we’ve designed a turret of all reflective ruled gratings. In addition 
to the camera optics and detector, the two types of IFU share all of the elements in the imager (filters, ADC, Lyot stop) 
and many of the elements in the spectrograph (gratings, camera and detector). But the four platescales do have separate 
reimaging optics from the imager focal plane to the particular IFU element, and separate collimator systems.  

The science fields of view and spectral capabilities are given in Table 1 below. The slicer spectrograph divides the field 
into 88 slices that are reformatted into two long slits at the entrance to a collimator. For special modes where very long 
(between 2000 and 4000 elements) spectra are desired, one of the two long slits can be blocked reducing the field by half. 
Each slice has 45 spatial elements along its length producing fields of 88x45 or 44x45 (with mask) spatial elements in 
rectangular formats. The lenslet array spectrograph has a normal mode of 128x128 spatial elements and a secondary mode 
of 16x128 lenslets to increase the number of available spectral elements to between 2000 and 4000. The imager mode can 
be used in parallel with any of the spectrograph modes but through a common filter. The four imager detectors can also be 
independently read out and regions within them can serve as additional tip/tilt sensors. 
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Figure 3 – Functional diagram for IRIS. The three probe arms patrol the 2 arcminute field and each directs a small field to an 
APD array. The operation of a probe arm is shown in the upper left of the diagram. Light within the central 34 arcsecond field 
of view continues through the F/17 focus of NFIRAOS and into the imager (lower left panel). The imager has all of the filters, 
the ADC and pupil stops for the science instrument. Most of the science field is imaged by a 2x2 array of H4RG-10 detectors. 
The very center of the field (between 0.45x0.51” to 4.4”x2.25”) is directed into the spectrographs (lower right panel).  

Table 1: IRIS supports many platescale, filter and grating combinations. Here are the broad categories of platescales, field 
of view, rough spectral resolution and bandpasses. 

Capability mode 

Spatial 
sampling 

(mas) 
Field of View 

(arcsec) 
Resolution 

(λ/dλ) 

Min/Max 
wavelength 

(µm) 
Bandpass 

 

Imager 4 mas 34 x 34 Set by filter 0.81-2.4 
37 filters 

Variety of bandpasses 

Slicer IFS 
88x45 Spaxels 

50 mas 
25 mas 

4.4 x 2.25 
2.2 x 1.125 

4,000, 8,000 
0.81-2.4 
0.81-2.4 

20%,10% 
20%,10% 

Slicer IFS 
44x45 Spaxels 

50 mas 
25 mas 

4.2 x 2.25 
1.1 x 1.125 

4,000-10,000 
0.81-2.4 
0.81-2.4 

20%,10%, H+K 
20%,10%, H+K 

Lenslet IFS 
112x128 Spaxels 

9 mas 
4 mas 

1.01 x 1.15 
0.45 x 0.51 

4,000 
0.81-2.4 
0.81-2.4 

5% 
5% 

Lenslet IFS 
16x128 Spaxels 

9 mas 
4 mas 

0.144 x 1.15 
0.064 x 0.51 

4,000-10,000 
0.81-2.4 
0.81-2.4 

20%, H+K 
20%, H+K 
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2. MAJOR CHANGES SINCE 2017 
2.1 Cryogenic Cooling System 

The TMT Observatory strives to minimize all sources of vibration and has been concerned about the impact of closed 
cycle refrigerators on its cryogenic instruments. The observatory has sought a single method of cryogenic cooling and 
initially planned to have high pressure helium delivered to each instrument where small turbo expanders would provide 
cooling within the instrument. This proved challenging to implement especially given the need for instruments to be 
assembled and tested at a wide range of institutions prior to delivery to the telescope. So the observatory has moved to 
liquid cryogens and autofill systems. Since last presented, IRIS has removed its turbo expander and added a central liquid 
nitrogen tank as part of the central cold plate. As a first light instrument, the Caltech team prototyped this system for the 
observatory. 

 
Figure 4 – Prototype liquid nitrogen autofill system at Caltech. 

2.2 On Instrument Wavefront Sensors 

The OIWFS probe arms work in the near infrared to leave all optical light for the AO system and to increase the number 
of stars that can serve as tip/tilt or focus tracking. Initially the most appropriate detectors were HgCdTe detectors in the 
Hawaii family from Teledyne. These can support high speed subarrays with flexible sizes and relatively low noise. But 
the recent development by Leonardo Selex to produce the SAPHIRA12 arrays (320x256) of avalanche photodiodes has 
created a detector with very low noise that can be fully readout at 800 Hz. So rather than producing subarrays with changing 
sizes to window down on tip/tilt stars, the entire array can be read out and processed in software to find and track the star.  

The SAPHIRA arrays have a 24 micron pixel pitch instead of the 18 micron pitch of the Teledyne Hawaii 1RG and Hawaii 
2RG detectors we previously planned to use. So the optical design needed to be revised to preserve an appropriate plate 
scale for the OIWFS cameras. This required all components of the OIWFS probe optics to be changed including new 
atmospheric dispersion correctors (ADC) collimator and camera lenses. Figure 5 shows the mechanical design of one 
probe arm. They are still based on an R-Theta mechanism that sweeps across the field in angle on a rotary stage with a 
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radial extension 2nd degree of freedom. Having the optics in a trombone arrangement allows for the optical path to be 
maintained fixed as the probe tip moves radially. 

Changing to liquid nitrogen cooling also meant that the cooling of the OIWFS detectors needed to be changed. In operation, 
these are over 3 meters above the Nasmyth platform and difficult to reach, so each of the three probes has dedicated lines 
for filling and venting a small nitrogen tank. These are plumbed into the instrument services and automatically filled. The 
optics and probe arms work in the main chamber which is held at -30 C by circulating cold CO2 gas. Figure 6 shows the 
layout of the three separate probe arm systems and details of the cooling system for one of the arms. 

 

Figure 5 – The OIWFS probe arms needed to be redesigned for the APD detector arrays since they have a different pixel size. 
The probe tips (far left) are small mirrors are moved around in a plane just above the F/17 focal plane produced by NFIRAOS. 
A trombone system of relay optics including a rotating atmospheric dispersion corrector redirect the light to the APD array 
while maintaining the overall length and focal position anywhere in the patrol field.  

 

Figure 6 – Just like the dewar itself, the three OWIFS detector arrays must be cooled using the new observatory LN2 system.  

2.3 Lower Wavelength Limit 

One goal of NFIRAOS and IRIS has been to push AO performance to shorter wavelengths than most existing AO systems. 
In particular, the Calcium Triplet lines located near 0.84 microns are a rich diagnostic for stellar populations and stellar 
dynamics. So our optical materials choices and filter sets have always allowed from operation from 0.84 to 2.4 microns. 
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But our science teams have pointed out that effective use of the lines requires good measurements of the continuum on 
either side of the lines. So we have shifted the lower operating limit to 0.81 microns. This was done primarily by changing 
some of the shortest filter bandwidths and grating ruling densities. We did not significantly change our materials or 
coatings, so the throughput of the instrument will fall slightly at the shortest wavelengths. 

 

2.4 Imager Shutter 

Saturation is an underappreciated problem with instruments on the next generation of extremely large telescopes. The 
imager saturates on stars brighter than 16 magnitude in 1 second in the Z band. This means that the imager detector in 
particular can saturate and have persistence problems from bright stars that reach it during slewing, filter changes and 
especially long exposures for the spectrograph. During science exposures, we are implementing a subarray mode where 
multiple small subarrays can readout and reset quickly during longer imager exposures so the cores of stars can be used 
for astrometric and photometric reference. But when science targets are centered in the spectrograph with specific position 
angles, and during slewing and acquiring, it is impossible to protect the large format detectors from issues of saturation 
and persistence. So during the last year, the NAOJ team has developed an opaque metal shutter that can close immediately 
in front of the imager detectors without blocking any of the imager optics which are used by the spectrograph. Even the 
tiny pickoff mirror for the lenslet array which is very close to the imager detector is unaffected by the shutter (see Figure 
7). 

 

Figure 7 – The imager detector array showing the new shutter closed on the left and open on the right. A counterweight insures 
that the shutter will open if power is removed. Also shown in these renderings is the small pickoff mirror (blue) in the center 
of the 3 arm fixed mount to the detector housing. The arms are designed to lie in front of the detector gaps in order to not 
vignette the imager field. 

3. SUMMARY 
IRIS is one of the first light instruments for the planned Thirty Meter Telescope. Although there have been 
delays in the telescope project and some uncertainties with its site, the IRIS team has remained active and is 
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nearing the completion of the final design phase, expected in 2021. As a first light instrument, it must be ready 
and fully debugged well before the telescope is operational. And since it mates to the NFIRAOS AO system 
which also needs to be ready for the telescope, IRIS must be completed at least 2 years before the telescope. 
As we’ve presented, this is a complex international project and it has been critical to maintain momentum with 
the instrument. At this point, we have solved all of the large perceived challenges from earlier design phases 
and made important changes as technology has become available as demonstrated by the recent switch to 
avalanche photo diode arrays for the wavefront sensors. We have prototyped many of the components and 
completed most of the lifetime demonstration testing of mechanisms. Challenges remain, but we are confident 
that IRIS will be a powerful instrument in the next era of very large telescopes. 
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